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this innovative new text presents quantum mechanics in a manner that directly reflects the methods used in
modern physics research making the material more approachable and preparing students more thoroughly for
real research most texts in this area start with a bit of history and then move directly to wave particle
problems with accompanying heavy mathematical analysis quantum mechanics provides a foundation in
experimental phenomena and uses a more approachable less intimidating more powerful mathematical matrix
model beginning with the stern gerlach experiments and the discussion of spin measurements and using bra
ket notation the authors introduce an important notational system that is used throughout quantum mechanics
this non traditional presentation is designed to enhance students understanding and strengthen their intuitive
grasp of the subject this popular undergraduate quantum mechanics textbook is now available in a more
affordable printing from cambridge university press unlike many other books on quantum mechanics this text
begins by examining experimental quantum phenomena such as the stern gerlach experiment and spin
measurements using them as the basis for developing the theoretical principles of quantum mechanics dirac
notation is developed from the outset offering an intuitive and powerful mathematical toolset for calculation
and familiarizing students with this important notational system this non traditional approach is designed to
deepen students conceptual understanding of the subject and has been extensively class tested suitable for
undergraduate physics students worked examples are included throughout and end of chapter problems act to
reinforce and extend important concepts additional activities for students are provided online including
interactive simulations of stern gerlach experiments and a fully worked solutions manual is available for
instructors this text approaches quantum mechanics in a manner more closely aligned with the methods used
in real modern physics research mcintyre manogue and tate aim to ground the student s knowledge in
experimental phenomena and use a more approachable less intimidating more powerful mathematical matrix
model beginning with the stern gerlach experiments and the discussion of spin measurements and using bra
ket notation quantum mechanics introduces students to an important notational system that is used throughout
quantum mechanics this non traditional presentation is designed to enhance students understanding and
strengthen their intuitive grasp of the subject and has been class tested extensively the text takes advantage of
the versatile spins software which allows the student to simulate stern gerlach measurements in succession this
interaction gets to the heart of quantum mechanics and introduces the student to the mathematics they will be
using throughout the course the full text downloaded to your computer with ebooks you can search for key
concepts words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends ebooks are
downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the bookshelf available as a free download
available online and also via the ipad and android apps upon purchase you ll gain instant access to this ebook
time limit the ebooks products do not have an expiry date you will continue to access your digital ebook
products whilst you have your bookshelf installed this advanced undergraduate level text presents the
quantum theory in terms of qualitative and imaginative concepts followed by specific applications worked out
in mathematical detail the purpose of this book is to teach you how to do quantum mechanics préface this
volume of the crm conference series is based on a carefully refereed selection of contributions presented at the
11th international symposium on quantum theory and symmetries held in montreal canada from july 1 5 2019
the main objective of the meeting was to share and make accessible new research and recent results in several
branches of theoretical and mathematical physics including algebraic methods condensed matter physics
cosmology and gravitation integrability non perturbative quantum field theory particle physics quantum
computing and quantum information theory and string ads cft there was also a special session in honour of
decio levi the volume is divided into sections corresponding to the sessions held during the symposium
allowing the reader to appreciate both the homogeneity and the diversity of mathematical tools that have been
applied in these subject areas several of the plenary speakers who are internationally recognized experts in
their fields have contributed reviews of the main topics to complement the original contributions �������
�������� �������������������������� �������������������������� ����
������������ this edition contains carefully selected contributions by leading scientists in high
resolution laser spectroscopy quantum optics and laser physics emphasis is given to ultrafast laser phenomena
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implementations of frequency combs precision spectroscopy and high resolution metrology furthermore
applications of the fundamentals of quantum mechanics are widely covered this book is dedicated to nobel prize
winner theodor w hänsch on the occasion of his 75th birthday the contributions are reprinted from a topical
collection published in applied physics b 2016 selected contributions are available open access under a cc by 4 0
license via link springer com please see the copyright page for further details dieses buch behandelt zentrale
ideen und konzepte aus den verschiedensten bereichen der physik die in üblichen darstellungen oft tief unter
technischen details begraben liegen zudem werden themen diskutiert die wegen ihrer vielschichtigkeit in
den grundvorlesungen keinen angestammten platz haben diese schlüsselkonzepte werden jeweils in kurzen
essays und ohne formalen ballast so dargestellt dass das wesentliche klar zum vorschein kommt das buch bietet
damit gleichsam eine landkarte und eine schatzkiste für das weite feld der physik das buch eignet sich sowohl
für studierende der physik ab etwa dem dritten semester und auch für leser mit allgemeinem
naturwissenschaftlich mathematischem hintergrund und besonderem interesse an der physik to find more
information about rowman and littlefield titles please visit rowmanlittlefield com an accessible introduction to a
concept often considered impossibly abstruse demonstrating its power as a conceptual tool in the twenty first
century this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series offers a clear and concise introduction to a
topic often considered difficult and abstruse deconstruction david gunkel sorts out the concept terminology and
practices of deconstruction not to defend academic orthodoxy or to disseminate the thought of jacques derrida
the fabricator of the neologism and progenitor of the concept but to provide readers with a powerful conceptual
tool for the twenty first century gunkel explains that deconstruction is not simply the opposite of construction
the deconstructed jacket hanging in your closet is not strictly speaking accurately named or synonymous with
destruction it is a way to think beyond the construction destruction dichotomy and all other conceptual
dichotomies and logical oppositions after describing what deconstruction is not and developing an abstract and
schematic characterization derived from derrida gunkel offers examples in rather than of deconstruction
including logocentrism the speech writing dichotomy and virtuality the ruling philosophical binary of real
appearance remix the original copy distinction and the posthuman figure of the cyborg the human machine
conceptual pairing finally gunkel discusses the costs and benefits of deconstruction considering the many things
deconstruction is good for and identifying potential problems including eurocentrism relativism difficulties in
communicating the concept and reappropriation �������������������� ����������������
������� lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and
announces documents that have recently been entered into the nasa scientific and technical information
database winning the anticorruption battle a guide for citizens and politicians the phenomenon of corruption
has existed since antiquity from ancient mesopotamia to our modern day high level ethical morass people have
sought a leg up a shortcut or an end run to power and influence in this volume in the mit press essential
knowledge series robert rotberg a recognized authority on governance and international relations offers a
definitive guide to corruption and anticorruption charting the evolution of corruption and offering
recommendations on how to reduce its power and spread the most important component of anticorruption
efforts he argues is leadership that is committed to changing dominant political cultures rotberg explains that
corruption is the conversion of a public good into personal gain either by the exchange of cash for influence or
by the granting of special favors even without explicit payments he describes successful anticorruption efforts
in countries ranging from denmark and sweden to canada and costa rica and discusses the roles of judicial
systems investigative journalism multinational corporations and technological advances he shows how the
united states has become more corrupt than before and contrasts recent us and canadian experiences without
sufficient political will to eliminate corruption it persists rotberg outlines thirteen practical steps for battling
corruption including removing holdover officials tainted by corruption and the public declaration of financial
assets by elected officials and appointees key concepts definitions examples and historical contexts for
understanding smart cities along with discussions of both drawbacks and benefits of this approach to urban
problems over the past ten years urban planners technology companies and governments have promoted smart
cities with a somewhat utopian vision of urban life made knowable and manageable through data collection and
analysis emerging smart cities have become both crucibles and showrooms for the practical application of the
internet of things cloud computing and the integration of big data into everyday life are smart cities optimized
sustainable digitally networked solutions to urban problems or are they neoliberal corporate controlled
undemocratic non places this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series offers a concise introduction
to smart cities presenting key concepts definitions examples and historical contexts along with discussions of
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both the drawbacks and the benefits of this approach to urban life after reviewing current terminology and
justifications employed by technology designers journalists and researchers the book describes three models for
smart city development smart from the start cities retrofitted cities and social cities and offers examples of each
it covers technologies and methods including sensors public wi fi big data and smartphone apps and discusses
how developers conceive of interactions among the built environment technological and urban infrastructures
citizens and citizen engagement throughout the author who has studied smart cities around the world argues
that smart city developers should work more closely with local communities recognizing their preexisting
relationship to urban place and realizing the limits of technological fixes smartness is a means to an end
improving the quality of urban life the development manufacturing and use of contraceptive methods from
the late nineteenth century to the present viewed from the perspective of reproductive justice the beginning
of the modern contraceptive era began in 1882 when dr aletta jacobs opened the first birth control clinic in
amsterdam the founding of this facility and the clinical provision of contraception that it enabled marked the
moment when physicians started to take the prevention of pregnancy seriously as a medical concern in this
volume in the mit press essential knowledge series donna drucker traces the history of modern contraception
outlining the development manufacturing and use of contraceptive methods from the opening of dr jacobs s
clinic to the present drucker approaches the subject from the perspective of reproductive justice the right to
have a child the right not to have a child and the right to parent children safely and healthily drucker
describes contraceptive methods available before the pill including the diaphragm dispensed at the jacobs clinic
and condom spermicidal jellies and periodic abstinences she looks at the development and dissemination of the
pill and its chemical descendants describes technological developments in such non hormonal contraceptives as
the cervical cap and timing methods including the rhythm method favored by the roman catholic church and
explains the concept of reproductive justice finally drucker considers the future of contraception the
adaptations of existing methods new forms of distribution and ongoing efforts needed to support contraceptive
access worldwide an accessible introduction to the basics of macroeconomics and how it affects the local and
global economies macroeconomics takes a broad perspective on the economy of a country or region it studies
economic changes in the aggregate collecting data on production unemployment inflation consumption
investment trade and other aspects of national and international economic life policymakers depend on
macroeconomists knowledge when making decisions about such issues as taxes and the public budget monetary
and exchange rate policies and trade policies all of which in turn affect decisions made by individuals and
businesses this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series offers an introduction to the basics of
macroeconomics accessible to the noneconomist readers will gain the tools to interpret such economic events as
the 2008 financial meltdown the subsequent euro crisis and the current protectionist dynamics seen in some
developed countries the author an academic economist and two time chilean finance minister devotes a
substantial part of his analysis to economic development explaining why some countries achieve continuing
economic growth while others become stagnant he discusses the links between economic activity and
employment employment and unemployment rates factors behind economic growth money inflation and
exchange rate systems fiscal deficits balance of payment crises consumption and savings investment decisions
fiscal policy and the process of globalization and its macroeconomic implications how networked technology
enables the emergence of a new collaborative society humans are hard wired for collaboration and new
technologies of communication act as a super amplifier of our natural collaborative mindset this volume in the
mit press essential knowledge series examines the emergence of a new kind of social collaboration enabled by
networked technologies this new collaborative society might be characterized as a series of services and
startups that enable peer to peer exchanges and interactions though technology some believe that the economic
aspects of the new collaboration have the potential to make society more equitable others see collaborative
communities based on sharing as a cover for social injustice and user exploitation the book covers the sharing
economy and the hijacking of the term by corporations different models of peer production and motivations to
participate collaborative media production and consumption the definitions of amateur and professional and the
power of memes hactivism and social movements including anonymous and anti acta protest collaborative
knowledge creation including citizen science collaborative self tracking and internet mediated social relations
as seen in the use of instagram snapchat and tinder finally the book considers the future of these collaborative
tendencies and the disruptions caused by fake news bots and other challenges are we alone in the universe if
not where is everybody an engaging exploration of one of the most important unsolved problems in science
everything we know about how planets form and how life arises suggests that human civilization on earth
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should not be unique we ought to see abundant evidence of extraterrestrial activity but we don t where is
everybody in this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series science and technology writer wade
roush examines one of the great unsolved problems in science is there life intelligent or otherwise on other
planets this paradox they re bound to be out there but where are they first formulated by the famed physicist
enrico fermi has fueled decades of debate speculation and lately some actual science roush lays out the problem
in its historical and modern day context and summarizes the latest thinking among astronomers and
astrobiologists he describes the long history of speculation about aliens we ve been debating the idea for
thousands of years the emergence of seti the search for extraterrestrial intelligence as a scientific discipline in
the 1960s and scientists use of radio and optical techniques to scan for signals and developments in astrobiology
the study of how life might arise in non earth like environments and exoplanet research the discovery of
planets outside our solar system finally he discusses possible solutions to the fermi paradox and suggests way to
refocus seti work that might increase the chances of resolving the paradox and finding extraterrestrials ����
�������������������� ������������������ ������� 1910������ ����� ���
���� �������� � ��������������� ������������� �������� ��� ������ ����
�������� ���������� ������� ��� ��������� ������� ����� �������������
����� �������� ��������������� ���������� ������������������� ������
������������� ����������� ������������������� ������� �������������
��� �������ＲＵＳＡ� ��������� ������ ���������� ��������� ��������������
��� ��������������� ����������������� ������������������� �������� �
�� ����������� ��������������� ������������ �������� ���� ���� �� ����
�� ������ � ������ ��������� ������� �������ＲＵＳＡ� ����� ������ �������
� �� ���� ������������������������ �������������������������� ����� �
動論 統計力学 量子電気力学 変分原理などの諸領域が多くの具体例とともに扱われる そこには さまざまな系における経路積分の可能性を探るファ
���������������� �������������������� ������������������ �� �������
��������������������� �������������������� ���������������� the u s s
enterprise under the command of lieutenant hikaru sulu is returning from a mission to deliver medical
supplies to deep space station c 15 one of starfleet s most distant installations all is routine until the enterprise
comes within a light year of the planet mu arigulon when the ship is suddenly thrown from warp and suffers
a momentary power cut having run aground on a spatial distortion not revealed in previous scans of the
system when the pride of starfleet hits another much worse distortion dr leonard mccoy has his hands full
caring for officers who have suddenly fallen into comas for no apparent reason the enterprise medical team
soon discovers that the dying officers are espers humans with a rare and abnormal level of telepathic and
psychic ability with no choice but to link to the officers minds in order to come to their aid mccoy is plunged
into a nightmarish dream world with the end result being nothing short of the possible destruction of the
enterprise and all aboard her this book explores the concept of multi species relationships and suggests critical
systemic pathways to protect shared habitats this book discusses how the eradication of species as a result of
rapid urbanisation places humanity at risk this book demonstrates how narrow anthropocentrism has focused on
the rights of human beings at the expense of other species and the environment this book explores a priori
norms and a posteriori measures and indicators to include and protect multiple species this book aims to
strengthen institutional capacity and powers to address and extend the un 2030 sustainable development
agenda by drawing on local wisdom but also the need to implement laws to prevent ecocide this book
highlights that our fragile interdependence requires a recognition of our hybridity and interconnectedness
within the web of life and suggests ways to reframe policy within and beyond the nation state to support
living systems of which we are a strand the rift which has long divided the philosophical world into opposed
schools the continental school owing its origins to the phenomenology of husserl and the analytic school
derived from frege is finally closing but this closure is occurring in ways both different and in certain respects
at odds with one another on the one hand scholars are seeking to rediscover the concerns and positions
common to both schools positions from which we can continue fruitfully to address important philosophical
issues on the other hand successors to both traditions have developed criticisms of basic assumptions shared by
the two schools they have suggested that we must move not merely beyond the conflict between these two
modem schools but beyond the kind of philosophy represented in the unity of the two schools and thereby
move towards a new postmodern philosophical style on the one hand then and for example husserl scholarship
has in recent years witnessed the development of an interpretation of husserl which more closely aligns his
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phenomenology with the philosophical concerns of the analytic tradition in certain respects this should come as
no surprise and is long overdue it is true after all that the early husserl occupied himself with many of the
same philosophical issues as did frege and the earliest thinkers of the analytic tradition examples include the
concept of number the nature of mathematical analysis meaning and reference truth formalization and the
relationship between logic and mathematics a guided tour of the rapidly evolving networked world of
connected devices objects and people that is changing the way we live and work since the publication of the
original edition of this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series the internet of things iot has
evolved from a novelty look my phone connects to my lamp to a mainstream technology framework that we
rely on every day to accomplish many tasks this revised and updated edition reports on the latest
developments in this rapidly evolving networked world of connected devices objects and people that is
changing the way we live and work business and technology writer samuel greengard takes us on a guided
tour of the iot describing smart lightbulbs sensors in phones that trigger earthquake warnings 3d headsets that
connect users to business expos through completely immersive virtual reality environments and more he
offers a clear explanation of the technology that builds and manages the iot and examines the growing array of
consumer devices now available from smart door locks to augmented reality fitting rooms greengard also
shows how the iot is part of the fourth industrial revolution which is transforming business through smart
manufacturing end to end supply chain visibility integrated artificial intelligence and much more he considers
risks associated with the iot including threats to free speech growing inequality and an increase in cybercrime
finally he takes a look at the future of a hyperconnected world and what it means to people and human
interaction



Quantum Mechanics

2012

this innovative new text presents quantum mechanics in a manner that directly reflects the methods used in
modern physics research making the material more approachable and preparing students more thoroughly for
real research most texts in this area start with a bit of history and then move directly to wave particle
problems with accompanying heavy mathematical analysis quantum mechanics provides a foundation in
experimental phenomena and uses a more approachable less intimidating more powerful mathematical matrix
model beginning with the stern gerlach experiments and the discussion of spin measurements and using bra
ket notation the authors introduce an important notational system that is used throughout quantum mechanics
this non traditional presentation is designed to enhance students understanding and strengthen their intuitive
grasp of the subject

Quantum Mechanics

2013

this popular undergraduate quantum mechanics textbook is now available in a more affordable printing from
cambridge university press unlike many other books on quantum mechanics this text begins by examining
experimental quantum phenomena such as the stern gerlach experiment and spin measurements using them
as the basis for developing the theoretical principles of quantum mechanics dirac notation is developed from
the outset offering an intuitive and powerful mathematical toolset for calculation and familiarizing students
with this important notational system this non traditional approach is designed to deepen students conceptual
understanding of the subject and has been extensively class tested suitable for undergraduate physics students
worked examples are included throughout and end of chapter problems act to reinforce and extend important
concepts additional activities for students are provided online including interactive simulations of stern gerlach
experiments and a fully worked solutions manual is available for instructors

Quantum Mechanics

2022-09-15

this text approaches quantum mechanics in a manner more closely aligned with the methods used in real
modern physics research mcintyre manogue and tate aim to ground the student s knowledge in experimental
phenomena and use a more approachable less intimidating more powerful mathematical matrix model
beginning with the stern gerlach experiments and the discussion of spin measurements and using bra ket
notation quantum mechanics introduces students to an important notational system that is used throughout
quantum mechanics this non traditional presentation is designed to enhance students understanding and
strengthen their intuitive grasp of the subject and has been class tested extensively the text takes advantage of
the versatile spins software which allows the student to simulate stern gerlach measurements in succession this
interaction gets to the heart of quantum mechanics and introduces the student to the mathematics they will be
using throughout the course the full text downloaded to your computer with ebooks you can search for key
concepts words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends ebooks are
downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the bookshelf available as a free download
available online and also via the ipad and android apps upon purchase you ll gain instant access to this ebook
time limit the ebooks products do not have an expiry date you will continue to access your digital ebook
products whilst you have your bookshelf installed

Quantum Mechanics

2013-08-27

this advanced undergraduate level text presents the quantum theory in terms of qualitative and imaginative



concepts followed by specific applications worked out in mathematical detail

Quantum Theory

2012-04-25

the purpose of this book is to teach you how to do quantum mechanics préface

Introduction to Quantum Mechanics

2018-08-16

this volume of the crm conference series is based on a carefully refereed selection of contributions presented at
the 11th international symposium on quantum theory and symmetries held in montreal canada from july 1 5
2019 the main objective of the meeting was to share and make accessible new research and recent results in
several branches of theoretical and mathematical physics including algebraic methods condensed matter physics
cosmology and gravitation integrability non perturbative quantum field theory particle physics quantum
computing and quantum information theory and string ads cft there was also a special session in honour of
decio levi the volume is divided into sections corresponding to the sessions held during the symposium
allowing the reader to appreciate both the homogeneity and the diversity of mathematical tools that have been
applied in these subject areas several of the plenary speakers who are internationally recognized experts in
their fields have contributed reviews of the main topics to complement the original contributions

Quantum Theory and Symmetries

2021

��������������� ��������������������������

�������

1977

�������������������������� ����������������

�����������

1998-02-20

this edition contains carefully selected contributions by leading scientists in high resolution laser spectroscopy
quantum optics and laser physics emphasis is given to ultrafast laser phenomena implementations of frequency
combs precision spectroscopy and high resolution metrology furthermore applications of the fundamentals of
quantum mechanics are widely covered this book is dedicated to nobel prize winner theodor w hänsch on the
occasion of his 75th birthday the contributions are reprinted from a topical collection published in applied
physics b 2016 selected contributions are available open access under a cc by 4 0 license via link springer com
please see the copyright page for further details

Exploring the World with the Laser

2018-01-02

dieses buch behandelt zentrale ideen und konzepte aus den verschiedensten bereichen der physik die in
üblichen darstellungen oft tief unter technischen details begraben liegen zudem werden themen diskutiert die
wegen ihrer vielschichtigkeit in den grundvorlesungen keinen angestammten platz haben diese
schlüsselkonzepte werden jeweils in kurzen essays und ohne formalen ballast so dargestellt dass das



wesentliche klar zum vorschein kommt das buch bietet damit gleichsam eine landkarte und eine schatzkiste
für das weite feld der physik das buch eignet sich sowohl für studierende der physik ab etwa dem dritten
semester und auch für leser mit allgemeinem naturwissenschaftlich mathematischem hintergrund und
besonderem interesse an der physik

The British National Bibliography

1972

to find more information about rowman and littlefield titles please visit rowmanlittlefield com

Schlüsselkonzepte zur Physik

2015-04-29

an accessible introduction to a concept often considered impossibly abstruse demonstrating its power as a
conceptual tool in the twenty first century this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series offers a
clear and concise introduction to a topic often considered difficult and abstruse deconstruction david gunkel
sorts out the concept terminology and practices of deconstruction not to defend academic orthodoxy or to
disseminate the thought of jacques derrida the fabricator of the neologism and progenitor of the concept but to
provide readers with a powerful conceptual tool for the twenty first century gunkel explains that
deconstruction is not simply the opposite of construction the deconstructed jacket hanging in your closet is not
strictly speaking accurately named or synonymous with destruction it is a way to think beyond the
construction destruction dichotomy and all other conceptual dichotomies and logical oppositions after describing
what deconstruction is not and developing an abstract and schematic characterization derived from derrida
gunkel offers examples in rather than of deconstruction including logocentrism the speech writing dichotomy
and virtuality the ruling philosophical binary of real appearance remix the original copy distinction and the
posthuman figure of the cyborg the human machine conceptual pairing finally gunkel discusses the costs and
benefits of deconstruction considering the many things deconstruction is good for and identifying potential
problems including eurocentrism relativism difficulties in communicating the concept and reappropriation

General Catalogue of Printed Books

1972

�������������������� �����������������������

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office

2001

lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces
documents that have recently been entered into the nasa scientific and technical information database

Readings in Ecology and Feminist Theology

1995

winning the anticorruption battle a guide for citizens and politicians the phenomenon of corruption has existed
since antiquity from ancient mesopotamia to our modern day high level ethical morass people have sought a
leg up a shortcut or an end run to power and influence in this volume in the mit press essential knowledge
series robert rotberg a recognized authority on governance and international relations offers a definitive guide
to corruption and anticorruption charting the evolution of corruption and offering recommendations on how to
reduce its power and spread the most important component of anticorruption efforts he argues is leadership
that is committed to changing dominant political cultures rotberg explains that corruption is the conversion of a



public good into personal gain either by the exchange of cash for influence or by the granting of special favors
even without explicit payments he describes successful anticorruption efforts in countries ranging from
denmark and sweden to canada and costa rica and discusses the roles of judicial systems investigative journalism
multinational corporations and technological advances he shows how the united states has become more corrupt
than before and contrasts recent us and canadian experiences without sufficient political will to eliminate
corruption it persists rotberg outlines thirteen practical steps for battling corruption including removing
holdover officials tainted by corruption and the public declaration of financial assets by elected officials and
appointees

The British National Bibliography Cumulated Subject Catalogue

1970

key concepts definitions examples and historical contexts for understanding smart cities along with discussions
of both drawbacks and benefits of this approach to urban problems over the past ten years urban planners
technology companies and governments have promoted smart cities with a somewhat utopian vision of urban
life made knowable and manageable through data collection and analysis emerging smart cities have become
both crucibles and showrooms for the practical application of the internet of things cloud computing and the
integration of big data into everyday life are smart cities optimized sustainable digitally networked solutions to
urban problems or are they neoliberal corporate controlled undemocratic non places this volume in the mit
press essential knowledge series offers a concise introduction to smart cities presenting key concepts definitions
examples and historical contexts along with discussions of both the drawbacks and the benefits of this approach
to urban life after reviewing current terminology and justifications employed by technology designers
journalists and researchers the book describes three models for smart city development smart from the start
cities retrofitted cities and social cities and offers examples of each it covers technologies and methods including
sensors public wi fi big data and smartphone apps and discusses how developers conceive of interactions among
the built environment technological and urban infrastructures citizens and citizen engagement throughout the
author who has studied smart cities around the world argues that smart city developers should work more
closely with local communities recognizing their preexisting relationship to urban place and realizing the
limits of technological fixes smartness is a means to an end improving the quality of urban life

Deconstruction

2021-09-07

the development manufacturing and use of contraceptive methods from the late nineteenth century to the
present viewed from the perspective of reproductive justice the beginning of the modern contraceptive era
began in 1882 when dr aletta jacobs opened the first birth control clinic in amsterdam the founding of this
facility and the clinical provision of contraception that it enabled marked the moment when physicians started
to take the prevention of pregnancy seriously as a medical concern in this volume in the mit press essential
knowledge series donna drucker traces the history of modern contraception outlining the development
manufacturing and use of contraceptive methods from the opening of dr jacobs s clinic to the present drucker
approaches the subject from the perspective of reproductive justice the right to have a child the right not to
have a child and the right to parent children safely and healthily drucker describes contraceptive methods
available before the pill including the diaphragm dispensed at the jacobs clinic and condom spermicidal jellies
and periodic abstinences she looks at the development and dissemination of the pill and its chemical
descendants describes technological developments in such non hormonal contraceptives as the cervical cap and
timing methods including the rhythm method favored by the roman catholic church and explains the concept
of reproductive justice finally drucker considers the future of contraception the adaptations of existing methods
new forms of distribution and ongoing efforts needed to support contraceptive access worldwide
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1962

an accessible introduction to the basics of macroeconomics and how it affects the local and global economies
macroeconomics takes a broad perspective on the economy of a country or region it studies economic changes
in the aggregate collecting data on production unemployment inflation consumption investment trade and
other aspects of national and international economic life policymakers depend on macroeconomists knowledge
when making decisions about such issues as taxes and the public budget monetary and exchange rate policies
and trade policies all of which in turn affect decisions made by individuals and businesses this volume in the
mit press essential knowledge series offers an introduction to the basics of macroeconomics accessible to the
noneconomist readers will gain the tools to interpret such economic events as the 2008 financial meltdown the
subsequent euro crisis and the current protectionist dynamics seen in some developed countries the author an
academic economist and two time chilean finance minister devotes a substantial part of his analysis to economic
development explaining why some countries achieve continuing economic growth while others become
stagnant he discusses the links between economic activity and employment employment and unemployment
rates factors behind economic growth money inflation and exchange rate systems fiscal deficits balance of
payment crises consumption and savings investment decisions fiscal policy and the process of globalization and
its macroeconomic implications
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1965

how networked technology enables the emergence of a new collaborative society humans are hard wired for
collaboration and new technologies of communication act as a super amplifier of our natural collaborative
mindset this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series examines the emergence of a new kind of
social collaboration enabled by networked technologies this new collaborative society might be characterized as
a series of services and startups that enable peer to peer exchanges and interactions though technology some
believe that the economic aspects of the new collaboration have the potential to make society more equitable
others see collaborative communities based on sharing as a cover for social injustice and user exploitation the
book covers the sharing economy and the hijacking of the term by corporations different models of peer
production and motivations to participate collaborative media production and consumption the definitions of
amateur and professional and the power of memes hactivism and social movements including anonymous and
anti acta protest collaborative knowledge creation including citizen science collaborative self tracking and
internet mediated social relations as seen in the use of instagram snapchat and tinder finally the book considers
the future of these collaborative tendencies and the disruptions caused by fake news bots and other challenges
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are we alone in the universe if not where is everybody an engaging exploration of one of the most important
unsolved problems in science everything we know about how planets form and how life arises suggests that
human civilization on earth should not be unique we ought to see abundant evidence of extraterrestrial
activity but we don t where is everybody in this volume in the mit press essential knowledge series science
and technology writer wade roush examines one of the great unsolved problems in science is there life
intelligent or otherwise on other planets this paradox they re bound to be out there but where are they first
formulated by the famed physicist enrico fermi has fueled decades of debate speculation and lately some actual
science roush lays out the problem in its historical and modern day context and summarizes the latest thinking
among astronomers and astrobiologists he describes the long history of speculation about aliens we ve been
debating the idea for thousands of years the emergence of seti the search for extraterrestrial intelligence as a
scientific discipline in the 1960s and scientists use of radio and optical techniques to scan for signals and
developments in astrobiology the study of how life might arise in non earth like environments and exoplanet



research the discovery of planets outside our solar system finally he discusses possible solutions to the fermi
paradox and suggests way to refocus seti work that might increase the chances of resolving the paradox and
finding extraterrestrials
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the u s s enterprise under the command of lieutenant hikaru sulu is returning from a mission to deliver
medical supplies to deep space station c 15 one of starfleet s most distant installations all is routine until the
enterprise comes within a light year of the planet mu arigulon when the ship is suddenly thrown from warp
and suffers a momentary power cut having run aground on a spatial distortion not revealed in previous scans
of the system when the pride of starfleet hits another much worse distortion dr leonard mccoy has his hands
full caring for officers who have suddenly fallen into comas for no apparent reason the enterprise medical team
soon discovers that the dying officers are espers humans with a rare and abnormal level of telepathic and
psychic ability with no choice but to link to the officers minds in order to come to their aid mccoy is plunged
into a nightmarish dream world with the end result being nothing short of the possible destruction of the
enterprise and all aboard her



Collaborative Society

2020-02-18

this book explores the concept of multi species relationships and suggests critical systemic pathways to protect
shared habitats this book discusses how the eradication of species as a result of rapid urbanisation places
humanity at risk this book demonstrates how narrow anthropocentrism has focused on the rights of human
beings at the expense of other species and the environment this book explores a priori norms and a posteriori
measures and indicators to include and protect multiple species this book aims to strengthen institutional
capacity and powers to address and extend the un 2030 sustainable development agenda by drawing on local
wisdom but also the need to implement laws to prevent ecocide this book highlights that our fragile
interdependence requires a recognition of our hybridity and interconnectedness within the web of life and
suggests ways to reframe policy within and beyond the nation state to support living systems of which we are
a strand

Extraterrestrials

2020-02-04

the rift which has long divided the philosophical world into opposed schools the continental school owing its
origins to the phenomenology of husserl and the analytic school derived from frege is finally closing but this
closure is occurring in ways both different and in certain respects at odds with one another on the one hand
scholars are seeking to rediscover the concerns and positions common to both schools positions from which we
can continue fruitfully to address important philosophical issues on the other hand successors to both traditions
have developed criticisms of basic assumptions shared by the two schools they have suggested that we must
move not merely beyond the conflict between these two modem schools but beyond the kind of philosophy
represented in the unity of the two schools and thereby move towards a new postmodern philosophical style
on the one hand then and for example husserl scholarship has in recent years witnessed the development of an
interpretation of husserl which more closely aligns his phenomenology with the philosophical concerns of the
analytic tradition in certain respects this should come as no surprise and is long overdue it is true after all that
the early husserl occupied himself with many of the same philosophical issues as did frege and the earliest
thinkers of the analytic tradition examples include the concept of number the nature of mathematical analysis
meaning and reference truth formalization and the relationship between logic and mathematics
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a guided tour of the rapidly evolving networked world of connected devices objects and people that is
changing the way we live and work since the publication of the original edition of this volume in the mit
press essential knowledge series the internet of things iot has evolved from a novelty look my phone connects
to my lamp to a mainstream technology framework that we rely on every day to accomplish many tasks this
revised and updated edition reports on the latest developments in this rapidly evolving networked world of
connected devices objects and people that is changing the way we live and work business and technology
writer samuel greengard takes us on a guided tour of the iot describing smart lightbulbs sensors in phones that
trigger earthquake warnings 3d headsets that connect users to business expos through completely immersive
virtual reality environments and more he offers a clear explanation of the technology that builds and manages
the iot and examines the growing array of consumer devices now available from smart door locks to
augmented reality fitting rooms greengard also shows how the iot is part of the fourth industrial revolution
which is transforming business through smart manufacturing end to end supply chain visibility integrated
artificial intelligence and much more he considers risks associated with the iot including threats to free speech
growing inequality and an increase in cybercrime finally he takes a look at the future of a hyperconnected
world and what it means to people and human interaction
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